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1.

INTRODUCTION
In 2019, the total revenue of the music market has come to $20.2 billion, but according to the report
showcased, more than 75% of music artists in China still earn less than 1,000 renminbi (rmb) per month. This
means that all the online resources (streaming) are occupied by head users. The existing music
recommendation function on major music platforms basically determine the users' preferences from historical
usage data [1]. This makes the current phenomenon of streaming polarization even more serious, as songs
with high streaming are more likely to be heard and easier to collect data from user [2]. On the other hand,
songs with high quality but without high streaming are more difficult to be recommended by the system
comparing with the Pop music because usage data are less often to be captured [1].
In another respect, the communication of music is influenced by un-quantifiable factors such as
geography, politics, the sentiment conveyed, or the artist himself, making the issue of music recommendation
harder. For example, gosh music, a Chinese rap group, is better known and distributed in Chongqing than in
other regions due to geography. Such an environment is obviously unreasonable from the perspective of
cultural communication, and the imbalance of resource allocation caused by excessive concentration of
streaming. As a carrier of music playing, the platform should find to the essence of music, rather than under
the control of marketing [3]. By analyzing the content of music will be a core idea of this project.
From the level of data, despite of the tremendous scale of data to collect during the categorizing by
labeling, the problematic fact is that the songs may not necessarily be mutually exclusive [4] where the
manual classification will be meaningless and inefficient. To narrow down the precise research direction, the
application scene is focused on the recommendation system of music platform. Propuses a novel activation
function, "Swish", was discovered [5]. The function combines the traditional sigmoid function with
hyperparameter where specially designed for the rectified linear unit (ReLU) model. The swish replaces the
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rectified linear unit (ReLU) activation function and outperform ReLU and other activation function. The
simplicity of Swish and its similarity to ReLU allows the replacement of ReLU in Swish. Schmidhuber [6]
presents a hybrid model blending from pixel-based multilayer perceptron MLP and context-based
convolutional neural networks (CNN) and is proven to outperform both two models for very fine spatial
resolution (VFSR) image classification in isolation.
Yu et al. [7], demonstrate the effect of adjusting different parameters in the output function
(relation) of k x (m – n + 1)/p. The result of test illustrates high accuracy requires the quantity of output unit
below 600 and have no direct relation with the number of filters. In addition, with the optimal architecture,
the simulation time increase for a higher number of filters. Hence, the selection of appropriate parameters for
different data sets and different needs is also optimized for project performance. In attention mechanism is
illustrated and implemented in neural networks [8]. The attention mechanism explains the fact of human tend
to selectively concentrate only a part of information and ignore the rest of it. Inspired by this, the attention
has been applied in respect of simulation of human visual processing or reading processing. By combining
parallelized attention and serial attention with bidirectional recurrent neural networks (BRNN), the accuracy
and performance are improved. And the CNN model built based on the parallelized attention also outperform
the basic model. The deep CNN were implemented to predict latent factor, which cannot be obtained from
user's historical usage data, from music audio [9]. Research concludes that predicting latent factors from
music audio is a viable method for recommending new and unpopular music. Moreover, compared with
traditional bag-of-words representation, deep learning translates very well to the music recommendation
setting in music information retrieval (MIR). Also, Eklund [10] the optimization of the neural network by
dropout is demonstrated. The dropout feature has a large impact on training in the early stage that the number
of epochs is relatively small. As the number of training increases, the gradient of error with dropout gradually
flattens out but maintain the trend of declining. Moreover, compared to the standard neural networks, this
result decreases by nearly 1% in the same test environment. Hu et al. [11] provides a conclusion that
combination of audio and visual feature as a multimodal space which has a better performance after training
than audio or visual feature in isolation. In addition, more information is used to construct a more multidimensional space for the process, such as audio, text, and images. By means of downscale reduction such as
t-distributed stochastic neighborhood embedding TSNE, better classification is capable to achieve. Britz [12]
shows that the first collaborative filtering is freshmen friendly in Spotify. The cold start needs to be done by
user ratings which takes time. Second, when the user has an unusual taste, the ratings are few and user does
not have many logical "neighbors", so recommendations will be poor. Then, as the user keeps on rating, the
user's data will not be representative for the new user. As an advantage of collaborative filtering,
recommendations are made by neighbors' preferences, avoiding low precision. To sum up, the main
disadvantage of the Spotify recommendation system is that it takes time for the system to perceive the users.
Therefore, developing of a content-based-music-classification plug-in, or model, has high commercial value
to break the existing barriers and reallocate market resources. Moreover, it is necessary to build a better
environment of the platform.
Analyzed from the user's point of view, the environment of a good platform in conducive to enhance
the user's experience. From the perspective of music artists, it is helpful to perceive user orientation and help
musicians to create. Hence, the result of this design is expected to achieve the following functions:
- To be able to recognize audio signals, extracting features.
- To be able to rain the system and update the packages of features according to the database.
- To classify and organize the rules compared to the data set.
2. METHOD
2.1. Data set
- GTZAN: George tzanetakis GTZAN is a database of 1,000 music clips, specially designed for audio and
music use. It contains 10 music genres, consisting of blues, classical, country, disco, hip-hop, jazz, metal,
pop, reggae, and rock. These music clips are only 30 seconds long to prevent copyright disputes. The
audio, however, is stored in the database in 220-50Hz, mono, 16-bit format.
- Music home-made: Due to our ability of using digital audio workstation DAW, the result of neural
networks testing would be interesting with the music home-made working as the test data set.
- Augmented audio file: The wave form of an audio from the GTZAN would be transformed after audio
pre-processing. These processed files kept the same quality and other characteristics with the audio file in
the GTZAN. Taking these processed files as the data set prevents the overfitting during the training.
2.1.1. Audio pre-processing phase
The audio files as shown in Figure 1 in the database can be used directly, but after a series of
transforming, diversity of data can be increased to expand the data set. There are some steps in data preMusic genres classification by deep learning (Yifeng Hu)
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processing: import the libraries, import the dataset, check out the missing values, see the categorical values,
splitting the data-set into training and test set, and feature scaling. Simultaneously, the pre-processed audio is
used as the training set to prevent the network from overfitting during the training process.

Figure 1. Original wave form
-

-

Data augmentation: The principle of data augmentation is to create a new sample by adjusting the factor
in the original sample [13]. This increases the size of the data set during the investigation and avoids the
homogenization of the data, which is helpful to avoid phenomena of overfitting in the training. While
the conventional data augmentation is acting on several characteristics of sound waves, pitch, loudness,
and sound quality. However, these concepts are abstract and based on human perception, not objective
features. Therefore, adjusting the corresponding parameters will cause the transformation of a wave form.
Pitch shifting: For pitch, the corresponding processing is pitch shifting, in the field of music, an octave
is divided into 12 semi-tones, which, to put it more plainly, tweaking the parameter of semi-tones
determined it sounds higher or lower on the perceptual level. In python, pitch shifting was implemented
by calling the function librosa.effect.pitch_shift(signal, sr,n_steps). By adjusting the parameter, n_steps,
control the pitch as shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Pitch shifting wave form
-

-

Time stretching: The process of changing the speed/duration of sound without affecting the pitch of the
sound as shown in Figure 3. Similarly, in python, the function librosa effects time_stretch (wav, factor) is
called to stretch duration of audio file. By tweaking the parameter factor to adjust the specific time
duration.
Noise addition: This process involves addition of noise, i.e., white noise to the sample. White noises are
random samples distributed at regular intervals with mean of 0 and standard deviation of 1. The
introduction of noise has a great contribution to the robustness of image classification [14]. The function
keras.layers.GuassianNoise(stfdev)(input) was called to add random Gaussian noise to the input. In place
of execution of data augmentation during the pre-processing, this function is called while building the
model as shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 3. Time stretching wave form

Figure 4. Noise addition wave form

2.1.2. Feature extraction phase
a) Regularization (L1 & L2)
Regularization, a technique commonly used in machine learning to control the complexity of model.
The kernel of this algorithm is achieving the confrontation with overfitting by adding penalty in the loss
function during machine learning or the optimization in inverse problem. From the DNN level, this algorithm
demonstrated excellent performance especially on the data set without label [3], [11]. Common regularization
is composed generally by L1 and L2. L2 regularization has the effect of deflating each element of the original
optimal solution by a different proportion. L1 regularization produces sparsity by shifting the elements of the
original optimal solution by different amounts and making some elements zero.
b) Fast fourier transformation (FFT)
FFT is a classical algorithm for digital signal processing. It is the fast computation of the DFT of a
sequence or its inverse transformation, converting the signal from the original domain (time or space) to the
frequency domain or vice versa. This algorithm was first proposed in 1965 by J.W. Cooley and T.W. Tukey
[15]. The FFT is often utilized in speech recognition, sound simulation, image preservation, filtering,
enhancement, and recovery. It is known that sound waves can be decomposed into several combinations of
sine waves with different frequency [15]. Therefore, by applying the fast Fourier transform FFT to music
fragments, it is possible to analyze the weight of the components at different frequencies, which is an ideal
method for content-based music classification.
c) Short time fourier transformation (STFT)
FFT is the conversion of the audio signal from the time domain, as well as loudness, to the
frequency domain and Amplitude, so the information of time is sacrificed in this transforming. But sound and
music are time-based object. A frequency domain signal that lacks a time sequence can only be used to
analyze the value at a certain instant. For this purpose, the two-dimensional results [frequency, amplitude] of
the FFT algorithm are converted to three-dimensional results [time, frequency, amplitude] in Short-TimeFourier’s-Transformation STFT. It works by sampling instant values of frequency and amplitude at different
moment and save current time as value of result in first dimension.
The X axis represent time and Y axis represent the frequency. The amplitude in FFT will be
represented by Grey Level instead. Domain of Grey Level is between 0 to 256 with 0 representing black and
256 representing white. The louder (amplitude) the audio, the more grey level converge to 0.
Correspondingly, the more grey level converge to 256, the less loudness. The Figure 5 plotted by such a
Music genres classification by deep learning (Yifeng Hu)
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process is known as a sound spectrum. The result is usually frequent symmetric. For the purpose to simplify
the subsequent operation, only half of the frequency will be used.

Figure 5. The graphical representation of STFT

d)

Mel frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCC)
In speech recognition and speaker recognition, the most used speech feature is mel frequency
cepstral coefficients function.
𝑀𝑒𝑙(𝑓) = 2595 𝑥 𝑙𝑔(1 +

𝑓
)
700

According to the research on the hearing mechanism of human ear, it is found that human children have
different hearing sensitivity to different frequency sound waves. When two sounds of unequal loudness are
applied to the human ear, the higher frequency component will affect the perception of the lower frequency
component, making it less detectable, a phenomenon known as masking.
We can learn that the lower frequency is more likely to mask the signal of the higher frequency.
Therefore, the frequency band perceived by the human ear is not linearly distributed. Since this nonlinear
characteristic does not depend on the nature of the signal, no need for assumptions or restrictions are made on
the input signal, and the results of the auditory model are used.
Therefore, MFCC has a remarkable robustness and fits well with the auditory characteristics of the
human ear and has an outstanding recognition performance when the signal-to-noise ratio is reduced. The
method librosa.feature.mfcc( ) was called in python during the feature extraction stage. To get different
precision of audio feature, tweak the parameters in the brackets to determine the length of observation chunk.
In this study, the dynamic feature was represented by differential spectrum of static feature. Hence the MFCC
feature were stored in local as the result of audio pre-processing.
2.1.3. Training phase
Human interaction-based classification is expensive and difficult [16]. Since late 90’s, neuronal
network started playing a significant role in image classification in field of remote sensing [17]. On the next,
we will focus on MLP, CNN, LSTM-RNN techniques and the results obtained with them.
a) Multilayer perceptron (MLP)
A multi-layer perceptron (MLP) is a network that maps inputs into outputs by forward feed and
backward propagation [14]. The MLP structure is typically composed of interconnected neurons in multiple
layers (input, hidden and output layers), with each layer fully connected to the preceding layer and the
succeeding layer [15]. Following a nonlinear activation function, the output in format of weighted unit can be
distinguished the data are not linear separable [16].
b) Convolutional neural networks (CNN)
A convolutional neural networks (CNN) is a variant of multilayer forward feeding neural networks
which specifically designed for large scale image processing or sensory data extracting by considering local
and global stationary features [17]. CNN had been implemented to achieve classification which explored
complex spatial pattern behind the VFSR image [6]. Mechanism of CNN is like MLP which contains a
number of layers where the output of previous layer connected to the subsequent layer by a set of learnable
Indonesian J Elec Eng & Comp Sci, Vol. 25, No. 2, February 2022: 1186-1198
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weights and biases. The kernel idea in a CNN contains three major operations: convolution, nonlinearity, and
pooling/subsampling [18].
The convolutional layers and pooling layers are alternating in CNN framework, until the high-level
features obtained followed by a fully connected classification is performed [17]. Unlike MLP, the fullconnected architecture is not adopted in CNN which allows the spatial information to be concerned during
the convolutional training [7]. Moreover, the weights of convolutional nodes in same map are shared and
each convolutional layer contains several feature maps [6]. This feature of CNN allows networks to learn
different features with the parameters traceable. CNN is characterized by its pooling/subsampling layer,
which generalizes the convolved features by down-sampling and then decrease the complexity of
computation during the training. Assuming a pooling layer, the output can be derived from the previous
layer.
c) Long short-term memory-recurrent neural network (LSTM-RNN)
Whether it's audio or music, they are both cross the timeline in nature. Models like MLP and CNN
both shift the observation window by the same hop length. After extracting the data features in the form of
MFCC, the features of the audio signal are transformed into a three-dimensional array consisting of time,
frequency, and amplitude. The MLP and CNN feature extraction is more of a summary of the pattern, not a
model with a specific sensitivity to time. Therefore, the recurrent neural networks RNN model introduced
here is a sequential model, which is usually applied [19] to machine translation, speech recognition, and
generating image description.
The advantage of RNN is obvious. A model that looks back to previous data to learn and predict
subsequent data is well suited for analysis and categorization with audio. Likewise, its disadvantage is lethal,
because the network is built based on the concept of cell, the longer the input data, the deeper the cell will
generate the network which cause a situation of excessive computation. In addition, recurrent neural
networks RNN does not have long-term memory that it can only work on short interval data which limit the
training cannot adapt data with long interval or the data with long duration [5], [12]. To conquer the longterm problem in recurrent neural networks RNN, there is a variation of RNN named long short-term memory
(LSTM) [20]. This model realizes the capability of learning long-term dependencies by implementing and
optimizing the model of RNN.
3.

RESULTS
The implementation of the models of MLP, CNN, and LSTM-RNN are developed in the python
environment. To further explore the models suitable for content-based music recommendation, comparison
experiments were conducted with the following five dimensions. The dimensions are segments number, layer
number, neuron number, activation function, and epoch number, and the accuracy of the results is compared
between the same model and across models by means of control variables. In this research, test size
accounted for 25% of the total data set and validation target set 20% of the train set.
3.1. Segments number
3.1.1. Variation interval: [10, 20, 30]
Segment number represents the control of the observation points and the accuracy of the observation
window movement at the very beginning of the audio pre-processing and signal feature extraction stage. The
higher the segment number, the closer the observation points are to each other, the denser the sampling
frequency is, the denser the final data will be. In real life, rapid progress of high-resolution information
collection, but the information is cheap unless it is either processed or retrievable [4]. In this experiment, 100
epochs are used, and the internal parameters of the model (e.g., number of layers, and activation function) are
not adjusted, but only the segment number is adjusted. And dropout had been adapted in realization to
decrease the complexity from O(2n) [7]. The Table 1 shown the average of the results after 3 training
sessions.
Table 1. The result of MLP, CNN, LSTM-RNN training on different segments numbers
MLP - 10 Segments
MLP - 20 Segments
MLP - 30 Segments
CNN - 10 Segments
CNN - 20 Segments
CNN - 30 Segments
LSTM-RNN - 10 Segments
LSTM-RNN - 20 Segments
LSTM-RNN - 30 Segments

Accuracy
0.6964
0.8231
0.8328
0.9187
0.8351
0.8043
0.8622
0.8952
0.8983

Validation Accuracy
0.5745
0.6762
0.7116
0.7533
0.7727
0.7602
0.6707
0.7050
0.7282

Error
1.1177
0.7547
0.7185
0.2494
0.4702
0.5641
0.4375
0.3289
0.3149

Validation Error
1.8091
1.3065
1.1494
0.8416
0.7022
0.7003
1.2585
1.1319
1.0527

Music genres classification by deep learning (Yifeng Hu)
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3.1.2. MLP and segment number
In the MLP, accuracy increases with the increase of segments number, and the improvement process
from 20 segments to 30 segments tends to level off gradually. Validation accuracy also increases with the
increase of segments number, and tends to level off, but it is larger than the slope of validation accuracy and
the accuracy, which means that there is still room for improvement. For error, the decreasing trend also tends
to level off, and the decreasing trend of validation error is gentler. Figure 6 shows how the MLP model can
easily reach the extreme value of the train set with the increase of segments number, but it is not very
sensitive to the data that the model has not seen. In addition, the MLP model is relatively simple, the training
time is also relatively short.

Figure 6. Accuracy, validation accuracy, error, validation error on 10, 20, 30 segment number on MLP

3.1.3. CNN and segment number
Figure 7 shows how in the CNN model, the accuracy in the test set instead decreases with the
increase of segments number, and the relationship between validation accuracy and segments number is not
obvious, and the fluctuation is small. On the contrary, the error is also the same situation, which decreases
with the increase of segment number, and the fluctuation of validation error is not significant. In summary,
the change of segment number is only related to the CNN model's familiarity with the train set, and it is not
sensitive to the data never seen in the validation set.

Figure 7. Accuracy, validation accuracy, error, validation error on 10, 20, 30 segment number on CNN

3.1.4. LSTM-RNN and segment number
Figure 8 shows that like CNN, the LSTM-RNN model has harvested a fairly accurate accuracy for
the training set when the segment number is 10. However, there is no significant increase in accuracy for the
training set as the segment number increases. And the value-added of validation accuracy remains stable. on
the contrary, the decrement in whether error or validation error, has remained stable.

Indonesian J Elec Eng & Comp Sci, Vol. 25, No. 2, February 2022: 1186-1198
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Figure 8. Accuracy, validation accuracy, error, validation error on 10, 20, 30 segment number on LSTM-RN

3.1.5. Cross-sectional comparison with segment number
As can be seen in the Figure 9, the CNN is the best fit for the training set when the segment number
is 10, but the highest familiarity with the validation set is when the CNN is at segment number 20. The
lowest value occurs in the case of MLP model with segment number 10. By observing the gradient analysis,
the MLP model exhibits a higher gradient as the segment number increases, followed by the recurrent neural
networks RNN, and only the CNN model decreases as the segment number increases. As for the training
time, RNN occupies the longest training time, with the increase of database, the deep network generation is
extremely burdensome for computing. the MLP model has a shorter training time because of its relative
simplicity [21], while CNN is in the middle of both.

Figure 9. The relationships between Models and segment number

3.2. Activation function
3.2.1. Variation interval: [Sigmoid, tanh, ReLU, Leaky ReLU, ELU]
To find the activation functions most suitable for the model, this part of the experiment focuses on
observing the effects of the different activation functions used above the same model on the results. Here are
some parameters of the models. Due to the difference between the models, the experiment did not compare
between the models when verifying the relationship between the activation function and the models. Leaky
ReLU here with the α equals to 0.05.
3.2.2. MLP evaluation
MLP: learning rate: 0.0001，hidden layers: [512，256，128] ，epochs: 50，dropout: 0.3, segment
number: 10. In this experiment, we used MLP model in python as shown in Figure 10 and training 10
segments number data with different activation function. The Table 2 shows in the results, that the accuracy
of MLP drops from about 50% to 26.8% when using the ReLU function.
Music genres classification by deep learning (Yifeng Hu)
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Figure 10. MLP model on python

Table 2. MLP training 10 segments number data with different activation function in 50 epochs
Name
MLP+Sigmoid
MLP+tanh
MLP+ReLU
MLP+Leaky
ReLU
MLP+ELU

Accuracy
0.4923
0.4786
0.2632
0.6513

Validation accuracy
0.5172
0.5042
0.2688
0.5672

Error
1.7245
2.0576
2.5273
2.3557

Validation error
1.6842
1.9834
2.4743
2.3557

0.5522

0.5512

2.0873

1.9312

Among the MLP models, the overall fluctuations in both the degree of fit to the training set and the
Accuracy to the test set are not significant, with the training results of Leaky ReLU reaching the optimum.
This fact revealed the downside of taking ReLU as activation function that there a situation so-called “Dead
ReLU” which the model cannot be activated once the weight smaller than 0. The slight gradient of the Leaky
ReLU model in the negative interval solves this problem.
According to the analysis of the graphs in Figure 11, the stable gradient while the exponential linear
unit (ELU) as activation function on MLP after 50 epochs signifies a linear trend during the converge process
(Figure 11). Other activation function also performs the linear result same as exponential linear unit (ELU)
except the gradient gradually flatten with increment of epochs. The overfitting of MLP connotes an exception of
test accuracy above train accuracy. Therefore, seeking for specify reason of this require further investigation.

Figure 11. The accuracy and error of MLP model with activation function of Leaky ReLU in 50 epochs
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3.2.3. CNNs evaluation
Convolutional neural networks (CNN), learning rate: 0.0001, convolutional layer: [32, 32, 32], fullconnected layer [64], epochs: 50, dropout: 0.3, segment number: 10. Due to the advantages of CNN itself in
recognizing feature extraction on high-precision images, Table 3 has shown relatively outstanding accuracy on
different algorithms [22]. Among them, the activation functions used for the convergence of the training set all
played well, and all simulated an accuracy of roughly 82%. For the validation set, i.e., those data not seen by the
model, Leaky ReLU shows the best performance [23], with 74% accuracy. Through the evaluation of the image
of the training results of the CNN models, CNN demonstrates a stable and efficient performance in the
recognition of very fine spatial resolution VFSR image [6] as said by [5]. To implement the CNN model, we
used python as shown in Figure 12. Comparing with simple model, MLP, convergence process of CNN presents
a non-linear in the Figure 13. This indicates the efficiency of CNN in the early stage with epochs around 10.
The problem between the CNN model and the activation function is also obtained by a simple analysis
of the overfitting problem as shown in Figure 14. The activation function usually affects the training process,
resulting in higher train accuracy [5], [24]. Among results, tanh has the most severe overfitting in the CNN
model.

Table 3. CNN training 10 segments number data with different activation function in 50 epochs
Name
CNN+Sigmoid
CNN+tanh
CNN+ReLU
CNN+Leaky ReLU
CNN+ELU

Accuracy
0.8406
0.8535
0.8244
0.8569
0.8411

Validation Accuracy
0.6647
0.6120
0.7207
0.7427
0.7167

Error
0.4576
0.4710
0.4992
0.4184
0.4674

Validation Error
1.0268
1.2152
0.8509
0.7589
0.8454

Figure 12. CNN model on python

Figure 13. The accuracy and error of CNN model with activation function of tanh in 50 epochs

Music genres classification by deep learning (Yifeng Hu)
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Figure 14. LSTM-RNN model on python
3.2.4. RNNs evaluation
Recurrent neural networks (RNN) learning rate: 0.0001, LSTM layer: [64], epochs: 50, dropout: 0.3,
segment number: 10. Table 4 shows that he RNN is relatively simple in structure, with only one LSTM layer
and flatten layer, so it is not difficult to derive from the data in the table that the results are more fluctuated
by the activation function. Among them [25], the best performers are the Leaky ReLU and ELU functions,
which show a better fit to the training set. However, in contrast, the lowest LSTM-RNN with Sigmoid has a
validation accuracy of 60.5%, while the highest LSTM-RNN with Leaky ReLU has only 66.8%, and the
difference between the two in accuracy is about 15%. This indicates that to conquer the phenomenon of
overfitting, more debugging in either ReLU or a variant function of ReLU are needed. Furthermore, training
of LSTM-RNN is relatively too expensive for small scale research. LSTM-RNN average running time of 50
epochs on CPU is 10-15 minutes but CNN takes around 5-10 minute as shown in Figure 15.

Table 4. RNN training 10 segments number data with different activation function in 50 epochs
Name
RNN + Sigmoid
RNN + tanh
RNN + ReLU
RNN + Leaky ReLU
RNN + ELU

Accuracy
0.6647
0.7839
0.7513
0.7712
0.8020

Validation accuracy
0.6053
0.6427
0.6353
0.6680
0.6567

Error
0.9856
0.6562
0.7868
0.7400
0.6119

Validation error
1.1540
1.1148
1.0749
1.0524
1.0962

Figure 15. The Accuracy and Error of LSTM-RNN model with activation function of Leaky ReLU
in 50 epochs

4.

CONCLUSIONS
The goal of this study is to break down the pyramid structure of now day’s streaming which helping
bottom musician to reap higher revenue. At the very beginning, the expectation is to develop a plugin for
stream platform, and such as Spotify. But due to the technical ability limitation, research direction in this
project was changed to the analysis and evaluation after basic model developing. The data, GTZAN, used for
Indonesian J Elec Eng & Comp Sci, Vol. 25, No. 2, February 2022: 1186-1198
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training also been used in field of audio recognition, and signal feature extracting. As the project was
investigated and advanced, “deep learning in audio classification” are redirected to “deep learning in
classification of VFSR images” by the powerful function STFT and MFCC in the package librosa. It easily
transforms un-analyzable audio signal from time domain and amplitude domain into frequency domain which
a new perspective is found for analysis for this purpose. After that, three deep learning models are developed
by python and used for image recognition a classification. The paper, besides the implementation of basic
function of models, presents the investigation of relation between prediction capability of deep neural
network models and factors had roughly done. The experiments are focused on the observation of the
relationship between the model and the Segment Number, and between the model and the activation function.
First, the relationship between segment number on different models was explored. It is finally
concluded that the higher the precision except for CNN, all demonstrate higher accuracy. Also, the training
time needed by the RNN model is increase in due to the effect of its own generated depth by the recurrent
structure. Therefore, to make the RNN model harvest efficiency rate during training, from the data accuracy
level, the higher the segment number, the higher the accuracy of prediction is accordingly. The same RNN
model training time is relatively long and consequently the training cost is expensive, for small-scale surveys
and experiments, it is not recommended to use RNN models, especially CPU training. Regarding the
activation functions, both Sigmoid and tanh in the saturated activation function have ordinary performance,
and only achieve relatively low accuracy and relatively slow convergence on each model. However, due to
their relatively stable gradients, better training results may be obtained after increasing the number of epochs.
As for the non-saturated activation functions, ReLU, Leaky ReLU, ELU, all make the training effect
of each model particularly obvious in the early stage of the backpropagation process due to the small value of
the negative interval of the function and the linear increment in positive interval. However, as the epochs
increase, the problem of overfitting also arises. Moreover, the dead ReLU case of the unsaturated activation
function ReLU needs to be controlled during the initialization of the weights, otherwise the weight will
always be equal to 0 during the backpropagation process, and the neural nodes will not be able to pass any
weight. Due to the satisfactory performance of CNN model in this experiment, and strong complementarity
between representation of feature by MLP and CNN, and the relatively stable gradient of Sigmoid, as well as
the high efficiency of Leaky ReLU function, and the the subsequent work will be based on CNN model,
fusion activation function for Sigmoid and Leaky ReLU, and debugging a deep learning model and algorithm
more suitable for audio analysis and classification. In addition, the attention model (AM) will be
implemented for future work to optimize the model because of its outstanding performance by biological
simulating of the activation neurons in human brain.
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